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140actual viewing angle.
(With less viewing angle the
viewed object is larger compared
to the 160 mirrors.)
Both indoor or outdoor versions.
Adjustable mounting bracket(s).
T-304 STAINLESS STEEL
mirror and back “SSO” outside
models.
Mirror comes assembled (Minor
assembly required for the
mounting bracket).
Water-tight seal holding the
mirror lens to the back-plate.




Construction sites
Parking Garages
Roads & Streets
Driveways to help you see traffic
when an obstruction is blocking
your view.
Clearly see areas around a
corner, hidden entrance way, or
blind area.
Recommended mounting height:
8 to 10 feet.

(SA-SSO34 Pictured)

Round Convex Mirrors

Round Convex Steel Mirrors
Description : Circular convex Stainless Steel mirror.
1.
2.
3.

Constructed of T-304 20 Gage stainless steel.
Polished mirror to a NO:9 mirror finish.
Both Stainless Steel Back (SA-SSOxx) and Hardboard Back (SA-SSxx)
versions are glued and sealed to the mirror lens with a nylon molded rim
around the mirror edge.
4. Ball & Swivel Mounts with extension arms for flexible mounding needs.
5. Shatterproof and unbreakable lens with excellent mirror qualities.
6. Fully weatherproof SA-SSOxx version made to last for many years.
7. The Stainless Steel Convex Mirrors have less of a convex curvature to the
lens, which narrows the field of view and provides better visibility of distant
objects.
(Reflected objects around 100 feet away from the mirror appear approximately 25%
larger when compared to the standard 160convex mirrors.)

INSIDE USE
SA-SS14
SA-SS20
SA-SS26
SA-SS34
SA-SS42

OUTSIDE USE
SA-SSO14
SA-SSO20
SA-SSO26
SA-SSO34
SA-SSO42

View of the back-side of the SA-SSO34 (34”) Steel
Backed outside use version.
NOTE: The SA-SSO26, 34 and 42 inch mirrors, have
double mounts as seen in this picture. The 14” and
20” mirrors have a single mount centered on the
back. All mounting hardware seen in this picture is
provided with the mirror. Anchor bolts or wall
fasteners are NOT provided.
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